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As an important institutional construction, overall listing has great influence on 
solving the problem of inconsistent benefits between controlling shareholders and 
listed companies and improving corporate governance of listed companies. Most of 
the existing literature focus on the expection of performance enhancement and 
investment value of individual cases which have completed overall listing. Results of 
research on the impact of overall Listing on corporate governance are very few and 
lack of data evidence. The aim of this paper is to investigate whether overall listing 
can improve the corporate governance of Chinese enterprises. 
The theoretical basis of this paper is the related theories of corporate governance, 
shareholding structure and related party transactions. In the light of deficiencies in 
Chinese securities market system, this paper presents the proposition of overall listing, 
which mainly includes the statistical analysis of existing overall listing models, the 
empirical study on whether overall listing can improve corporate governance, as well 
as the comparison of different models’ impacts on corporate governance. 
Theoretical analysis and empirical research show that overall listing is able to 
improve the governance structure of listed companies to some extent and different 
models of overall listing have different impacts on corporate governance in aspects of 
shareholding structure, related party transactions, management integration, as well as 
the introduction of strategic investors. Directional add-issuance to controlling 
shareholders will highlight the problem of ‘one share dominates exclusively’. The 
effect of corporate overall listing on improving corporate governance is better than 
that of assets overall listing. Therefore, overall listing should be considered with the 
problem of ‘one share dominates exclusively’ and proposed add-issuance should be 
given differential policies according to different industries. Encourage the model of 
add-issuance to strategic and institutional investors. Support corporate overall listing 
and strengthen the supervision of benefits transportation during the process of assets 
injection by controlling shareholders. 
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做优做强。”根据 2006 年国资委确定的调整和重组思路，到 2010 年央企要通过
重组整合减少到 80 至 100 家，并培育出 30 至 50 家具有国际竞争力的大企业集
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